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Abstract
In this paper we perform 3D face tracking on corrupted

video sequences. We use a deformable model, combined
with a predictive filter, to recover both the rigid transfor-
mations and the values of the parameters that describe the
evolution of the facial expressions over time.
To be robust, predictive filters need a good observation of
the system’s state. We describe a new method to measure,
at each moment in time, the correct distribution of an obser-
vation of the parameters of a high-dimensional deformable
model. This method is based on bounding the confidence re-
gions of the 2D image displacements with affine forms, and
propagating them into parameter space. Using Lindeberg’s
theorem, we measure a good Gaussian approximation of the
parameters in a manner that avoids many of the traditional
assumptions about the observations’ distributions.
We demonstrate in experiments on sequences with compres-
sion artifacts, and poor-quality video sequences of Lauren
Bacall and Humphrey Bogart from the 1950s, that, without
any learning involved, our method is sufficiently robust to
extract information from degraded image sequences. In ad-
dition, we provide ground truth validation.
keywords: “Kalman filter”, “Particle Filter”, “3D face
tracking”, “deformable models”, “parametric estimation”.

1. Introduction
In this paper we address the problem of tracking three-

dimensional deformable faces from poor-quality monocu-
lar video sequences, such as movies recorded in the 1950s.
These movie sequences exhibit noise, flickering, varying il-
lumination, and digital compression artifacts. We do not
have camera calibration information, and we have no guar-
antee that the intrinsic parameters remain constant. All
these characteristics make the tracking problem unusually
difficult. To address these difficulties, we present a de-
formable model-based approach combined with a powerful
statistical estimation technique and predictive filtering that
does not require learning. This approach recovers the ori-
entation and position of the faces at every frame, as well as
the value of parameters that control the facial expressions.

Face tracking is a first step in a series of important ap-
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Figure 1. (a) TV interview of Lauren Bacall. (b)
Zoom into the image.

plications such as surveillance, face recognition, human-
computer interaction, and animation. In surveillance, a sys-
tem could try to discern a subjects focus of interest based
on her gaze direction. In face recognition from arbitrary
video, it is necessary to know the shape and location of each
face part before running the recognition. Human-computer
interaction applications can infer things from the facial ex-
pressions and deformations. In computer graphics, it is de-
sirable to use real facial expressions to animate models.

Robust algorithms in computer vision are hard to come
by [17]. Tracking three-dimensional models from a noisy
image stream, as we do in this paper, without a proper sta-
tistical representation of the noise, is a daunting task. This
is particularly important for surveillance and military appli-
cations, where the transmission channel might irreversibly
corrupt the data, and in tracking from uncontrolled TV and
movie footage for computer graphics and special effects. In
this paper, in particular, we use sequences from public do-
main footage of TV interviews recorded in the 1950s (Fig-
ure 1). In them the signal was interlaced, their cameras were
not steady, and they have been through several media con-
versions, which all contributed to poor image quality.

To accomplish tracking on such sequences, we use pre-
dictive filters (Section 2) combined with a 3D deformable
model tracking approach [18]. To use the predictive filters,
we require an estimate of the probability distribution of the
deformable model’s state.

To obtain this estimate we apply various low-level com-
puter vision algorithms to extract local two-dimensional



displacements – 2D image forces – for selected points on
the 3D model, as well as symmetric convex confidence
regions that bound them (the support of their probability
distributions). We represent these estimates of the image
forces with affine forms, and use affine arithmetic [21] to
project them into parameter space to form a multidimen-
sional force: the generalized force, or the cue, of the algo-
rithm. When the algorithm selects image points sufficiently
far apart from one another, we can reasonably assume that
the resulting image forces are independent. Under these cir-
cumstances, the conditions for the Lindeberg theorem are
satisfied [12], and we can approximate the cue as a multi-
variate Gaussian distribution (Section 3).

We then show how to use the multivariate Gaussian ap-
proximation of the cue’s generalized force to estimate the
distribution of a direct measurement of the system’s state
as input to predictive recursive filters (Section 4), and vali-
date our approach with tracking of impoverished video se-
quences (Section 5.1) and ground truth data (Section 5.2).

1.1. Related Work

Deformable models [18] and active contours [9, 2] can
all be used in tracking applications. In 3D face tracking
there are special applications, such as tracking with the op-
tical flow constraint [10], using a volumetric model [22],
2D texture deformations over a cylinder [7, 6], a model-
texture hybrid approach [25], using a linear set of mor-
phable faces [20], and dynamic motion templates [24].
Creating the right model for these techniques is a hard
task [3, 26, 20]. Additionally, model-free non-rigid motion
can be recovered [5, 4].

There are several general statistical approaches designed
for tracking, estimation, and prediction. The Kalman fil-
ter [16], for example, treats the parameters, as well as the
observations, as multivariate Gaussians and also uses a lin-
ear predictive model. Particle filter [13] techniques, also
known in computer vision as condensation [14], propa-
gate the evolution of non-Gaussian sampled distributions
through nonlinear operations. The Unscented Kalman fil-
ter [23] also works with particles, but has a limited num-
ber of carefully selected samples that grows linearly with
the dimension of the state vector. All predictive filters re-
quire knowledge of the observations’ distributions, and dif-
ferent applications estimate it in different ways. For exam-
ple, in [14] it is estimated from the gradient information of
the neighborhood, while in [11] it was precomputed from
the knowledge of the environment.

2. Predictive Filters: A Quick Overview

Predictive, or Bayesian, filters are a well established ap-
proach for tracking. They present a solid framework for

combining a model of the system’s evolution with an obser-
vation of the system’s state. The system’s evolution model
can be designed according to an engineer’s knowledge of
the problem at hand, or learned from data. Both the model
of evolution, and the observation of the state of the system,
are subject to corruptions and errors, modeled as zero-mean
multivariate noises with known distributions.

In a discrete-time approach, using the notation of ��� for
the distribution of the random variable representing the state
vector � at time sample � , the system’s model provides us
with a reasonable prediction ������	� of the state vector distri-
bution at time sample ��
� :������	����������������������� (1)

where � ���! #"%$& �')(* #" , + is the dimension of the state
vector � , and , is the dimension of the multivariate noise �&-

At each time sample � we make an observation . � , or
measurement, of the system. These observations are related
to the state vector as:. � ��/ � ��� � ��0 � ��� (2)

where /1� �2 #"3$4 #56(  �7 , 8 is the dimension of the
measurements . , and 9 is the dimension of the multivariate
noise 0:- All the information available at time sample � is
represented as ; � �=<?> � �@-A-@-A��> �CB . We also need to know
the prior, 8 ��� �ED ;GF ��� 8 ��� � � , which is the probability dis-
tribution function of the state vector at the starting time.

Predictive filters recursively find 8 �H� ��D ; � � from8 ��� �JI��ED ; �?I�� � and > � . This computation is done in two
steps. In the first step

8 ��� �KD ; �?I�� �L�NM 8 ��� �KD � �?I�� � 8 ��� �JI��ED ; �?I�� �!OC� �?I�� �
but using Equation 1 it becomes8 ��� ��D ; �?I�� �:�MP� � �H� �?I�� ��� �?I�� � 8 ��� �?I��ED ; �?I�� �!OC� �?I�� - (3)

The next step, also called correction, is a direct applica-
tion of the Bayes rule:

8 �H� ��D ; � �:� 8 � . � D ���Q� 8 ����� D ; �?I��@�8 � . � D ; �?I��R� �
and using Equation 2 we get

8 �H� ��D ; � �:� /S�T�H���U��0V�E� 8 �H��� D ; �?I��R�W /1�X�Y���U�Z0V��� 8 �H��� D ; �?I��@��OE��� - (4)

Each predictive filter solves the Bayesian recursive
Equations 3 and 4 in a different way, using different as-
sumptions. The Kalman filter has a closed algebraic so-
lution, but it assumes multivariate Gaussians distributions,
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Figure 2. A 2D example of the effect of the
observation’s PDF in the estimation process.
On the left, an arbitrary distribution, and on
the right a measured distribution.

and that � � and / � are linear. Since Gaussian distributions
are preserved under linear transformations, the Kalman fil-
ter only has to estimate the mean and covariance matrices.

A particle filter does not assume �Q� or /S� to be linear, and
neither does it use any particular parametric distribution. It
applies � to samples that represent the prior, and according
to the Bayes rule, uses /[� to resample from this new dis-
tribution. Although it is easy to understand and implement,
precautions have to be taken to avoid particle collapse [15].
Additionally, the number of necessary samples grows fast
with the dimension of the state vector. The Unscented fil-
ter tries to solve the latter problem with a set of carefully
chosen samples, where the number of particles grows only
linearly with the dimension of the state vector, and guaran-
tees that at least the second moments are correct.

Predictive filters are ideal for tracking from noisy and
corrupted data, as the measurements are smoothed out ac-
cording to the system’s evolution model. Unfortunately,
they work as expected only if we know the real distribu-
tion of the measurement, 8 � . � D ����� at every point in time.
In Figure 2 we can see that an incorrect estimate of the ob-
servation’s distribution will lead to an poor final estimate.
One of the main attractions of our framework in this paper
is that it provides us with the needed distributions.

3. Deformable Models for Tracking

In the deformable model framework, tracking the dis-
placement of � between two frames is achieved through the
solution of a dynamical system:\�&�N]&� 
 �J^C� (5)

where ] is a stiffness matrix, and ��^ is a generalized force,
describing the contribution of all cues. We numerically in-
tegrate Equation 5, starting at the value of � at the end of
the previous frame. The system converges to the closest
equilibrium point of the internal and external forces [18].
We call its straightforward solution, where the contributions
from the cues are averaged into a single ��^ , the determinis-
tic approach.

However, averaging ignores that different cues can be
structurally different. Sometimes they come from distinct
images or cameras, and sometimes they affect disjoint sets
of points. In the latter scenario, these different cues com-
plement each other. For example, a point tracker cue works
best in regions with complex texture, while a shape from
shading cue works best in regions without texture. Cues
can even come from three-dimensional data (like a range
scanner). Therefore, a statistical approach is indicated. In
our framework, each cue _ models local 2D image contri-
butions, �Q`�a�� as two-dimensional affine forms [21]. A two-
dimensional affine form b� `�a is represented as:

b��`�ac�edf`�aZg F 
ihj kml � df`�aZg
kon�k � (6)

where the coefficients d `�aZg k are two dimensional vectors and
n k

are symbolic real variables whose values are unknown,
but guaranteed to lie in the interval prq�� -@-A- �Rs . The quan-
tity d `�aZg F is the central value, and the

n k
are called the noise

variables. Each noise variable

n k
represents an independent

component of the total uncertainty. Here, b� `�a represents the
region of uncertainty around the image force as a symmetric
convex polygon, whose number of faces depends on t .

The cue’s generalized force is the sum of its local contri-
butions, after we project them into parameter space, using
the Jacobian of the deformable model at each point:b�J^?g `L� j avuxwa b��`�a�� (7)

where u wa is the projected model Jacobian at point y , and��`�a is the image force that cue _ applies at point y . Sinceb��`�a is an affine form bounding the image force, and u is
a z -by- + matrix, u w b� `�a is a set of affine operations over
an affine form [21]. Equation 7 results in an + -dimensional
affine form that represents the cue’s generalized force.

If the 2D forces are selected at points sufficiently apart;
that is, if we enforce a minimum distance between the
points, it is reasonable to assume that they are independent
in Equation 7 [12], and thus all noise variables in b�J^?g ` are
independent. Using Lindeberg’s theorem [8, pp 205+], it
is possible to prove that the sum will converge to a Gaus-
sian distribution ��J^?g ` with mean { ` and covariance matrix| ` [12], and estimate its mean and covariance matrix as
well through direct expectation properties. Since we ensure
that }�p n k s ��~ , the mean vector is { ` � }�pQb� ^?g ` s ��d ^?g `Zg F �
and the covariance matrix is

| `)� }�p � b�J^?g ` q dY^?g `Zg F �R� b�J^?g ` qdY^Ag `Zg F � w s � which after manipulations has elements� k a2� hj� l � dY^?g `Zg �
k dH^?g `Zg �Za }�� n���A� -

We then use maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [1, 16]
to find the optimal ��^C-



Figure 3. Snapshots of a 3600-frame sequence with compression artifacts (DV encoder).

4. Simple Kalman Filter in a Deformable
Model Framework

Now we have the necessary pieces to formulate the pre-
dictive filter framework. The method described in the pre-
vious section finds the mean and covariance matrix of �� ^ ,.
Using an adaptive Euler integration approach, we find the
solution of Equation 5 to obtain ��[��g ����� , the observations of
the parameter vector at time � , and � � , the additive Gaussian
noise with zero mean:� k��g ����� � � k I����g �Z��� 
�� k \�

k I��
and��� �x�H�

k�Z� � ��� �x�H�
k I����� 
�� �k ��� ��� \�

k I�� � � (8)

where � is the integration step counter, � k is the integration
step at step � , and with initial conditions � F��g �Z��� ���[��I�� and��� �G�H� F� � � ��� � ��� ��I�� ��-

In this application, our observations are already obtained
in parameter space, so we use a simple linear predictive
model for the evolution of our system. The observations are
derived from the cue’s distributions, and have a Gaussian
noise, so we can apply a Kalman filter [16, 1]:� �[�:�e�c�f�[��I�� 
�� ��Q���N�[��g �Z��� 
�� � � (9)

where matrix �c� is the linear model of evolution for the
parameter vector � , and � � is a Gaussian noise with zero
mean. In our experiments we calculate ��� at each frame
in order to predict the same transformation on � ��I�� as the
system had effectively done between � ��I � and � ��I�� , based
on standard Kalman filter theory [1].

Our method provides a computationally efficient method
to measure the distribution of the observation � � at each
point in time in systems with a high dimension.

5. Real 3D Face Tracking Experiments

We now show experiments that demonstrate the robust-
ness of our cue integration and predictive filtering frame-
work. In addition, we show an experiment with ground truth
data that evaluates the accuracy of the deformable tracking

framework with deterministic and statistical cue integration,
and their combinations with predictive filtering using our
technique for estimating the covariance matrices.

We implemented the techniques in this paper in our de-
formable model tracking system. We adapted and simplified
a geometric model of a head, made available by the com-
puter graphics group of the University of Washington as part
of [19]. The result was a static mask model of a generic face
with 1101 nodes and 2000 faces. We then marked regions
on the surface that are affected by a parameter, and how this
effect varied in this region. The model has 11 parameters,
one to raise/lower eyebrows, two for the smiling/stretching
of the mouth, one for the opening of the jaw, and another 7
for the reference frame. For simplicity, we modeled the jaw
movement as an affine transformation. which is sufficient
for small openings of the mouth, even though a rotation op-
eration is the correct way to model the jaw.

Before tracking, the model needs to be fitted to the first
frame of the sequence in a one-time procedure. In these
experiments, we fitted by generating forces from manually
specified correspondences between the model and image
points, and then integrating Equation 5. Note that the sys-
tem tracks the the mouth movement and does not lose track,
even if the shape slightly drifts for short amounts of time
(see also the movie).
5.1. Robustness

The video data were corrupted in two ways:
DV Compression Artifacts Figure 3 has snapshots of a
tracking sequence with this model, fitted to a subject in a
psychiatric experiment, which was designed to evaluate the
relationship between stress and facial expressions. It was
captured in grayscale at 30 Hz with a mini-DV camera and
contained noticeable compression artifacts. This sequence
had approximately 2000 frames (2 min). We integrated
three cues, which were a point tracker, an edge tracker, and
an optical flow estimator. As the images and the accompa-
nying video show, the system kept good track throughout.
Old Movie Sequences Compression artifacts already
pose problems to tracking systems, but they pale next to
the problems posed by old videos, which suffer from inter-
lacing, varying illuminations, flicker, jittery camera control,



Figure 4. Humphrey Bogart on TV.

Figure 5. Lauren Bacall on TV.

and noise due to degradation of the film masters (see also
Figure 1). Especially damning, the illumination constraints
that are needed to compute optical flow are not valid, so we
are left only with point and edge tracking. We tested our
system on two sequences featuring Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall that were recorded in the 1950s. Each se-
quence was approximately 600 frames long. As the accom-
panying video and Figures 4, 5 show, the image quality was
extremely poor, yet the system managed to keep track of the
rigid model parameters and the facial deformations. These
results demonstrate that a statistical approach to deformable
models is powerful enough to handle extremely bad-quality
data without learning, and without using optical flow.

5.2. Validation

To validate and compare the statistical approach and the
embedding into a Kalman filter framework, we used a spe-
cial concocted sequence, where the subject had 8 markers
physically drawn in the face with makeup. We extracted
the 2D coordinates of each marker and used our system to
track the sequence — avoiding image information from the
neighborhood of the markers. The error of each marker is
defined as its 2D distance from our estimate to its actual
position. In Figure 6 we show a snapshot of the sequence
and the plot comparing the average error (in pixels) of the
markers between a simple non-statistical method (average
of the cues), a Kalman filter using our method to estimate
the distribution of each cue (but without the MLE cue in-
tegration), the tracking using the statistical cue integration,
and a tracking experiment using both cue integration and
a Kalman filter. The sequence had 900 frames at 15Hz (1

minute) at a �Ez ~ $ z�� ~ resolution. Our system used an av-
erage of 0.7s/frame (including 0.2s for image processing),
with at most 600 steps in the integration of Equation 5.

In the error plot, we observe that a Kalman filter only
achieves significant gains in accuracy when the distribution
of the observations is correctly estimated with our cue inte-
gration model. The purely deterministic approach, with and
without a Kalman filter, eventually loses track, with drifting
errors of 35–45 pixels. In contrast, the experiments using
the MLE cue integration, with and without a Kalman filter,
keep track, with drifting errors in the range of 6–12 pixels.

6. Conclusions
Our approach to estimating the probability distributions

of the deformable model’s system state, combined with a
predictive filter, significantly improves the robustness and
accuracy of the tracking process, as demonstrated on the
ground truth data, and makes tracking of impoverished
video sequences feasible. The difference in accuracy be-
tween the statistical and deterministic methods grows as the
quality of the data degrades. Finally, there is no learning
involved in our method, only a one-time fitting process of
the face model to an image frame at the beginning of the
tracking sequence. This illustrates how reliably we extract
information from the degraded image sequence.

The Gaussian approximation holds well only if there are
few outliers in the image forces. We avoid most of them
by allowing each cue to select only the points of the model
that have good image attributes, but future work should ap-
ply explicit outlier rejection methods. For instance, ideally,
optical flow would provide use with information of points
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Figure 6. Average pixel error of ground truth tracking sequence using different methods. Best to
worst: Combination of MLE cue integration/Kalman filter, MLE, pure deterministic, Kalman filter.

that are not good for either the point tracker or the edge
tracker. Unfortunately, in our experiments the optical flow
turned out to be a liability, because the illumination con-
straints were being violated so blatantly. To make it work,
we are currently investigating low-level image processing
restoration techniques, relaxing the flow constraints, as well
as robust outlier rejection procedures.
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